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Delivering the highest quality 

OGP UK supply and support a comprehensive range of multi-sensor dimensional measuring

machines and software that provides you, the manufacturer, with the information to control

your production processes.

Our machines are fast, accurate and reliable; working on the shop floor or in final inspection

as a qualifier of precision, performance and perfection.

We are continually improving our products to meet the new challenges encountered by our

customers and are proud of our worldwide reputation for high quality innovation.

OGP multi-sensor systems are class defining, capable of accurately measuring features and

components that are impossible to measure using traditional methods.

We are confident in our ability to measure your products, reliably, accurately and at the

point of production. Our systems ensure quality of your products. 
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What is the Vantage Advantage?

Vantage co-ordinate measuring machines are designed from the ground up as multi-sensor

systems. This means that each sensor works at optimal performance.

The Vantage metrology platform has been designed to maintain long term stability in ever

changing environmental conditions. This guarantees that consistent and highly accurate

data is available in ‘Real Time’ to control production processes.

Vantage machines are extremely quick and acquire data up to three times quicker than a

traditional co-ordinate measuring system. In addition Vantage can measure geometry, form,

profile and surface finish in one setup negating the need for multiple gauges or measuring

instruments.

How can you take advantage of Vantage?

With the drive to miniaturisation, new material developments and ever tighter tolerances,

components are becoming more complex and difficult to manufacture.

Control of this manufacturing process is critical. Vantage gives you the tools to keep a tight

grip on your manufacturing output; measurements can be attained at sub-micron levels so

that your quality control process does not utilise more than 10% of the allowable tolerance.

Also data is required in ‘Real Time’ so that there is no disruption to work flow and quality

can be assured part by part. Vantage is a high speed system and all measurements can be

acquired without operator intervention. Process information is immediately available

allowing production engineers to identify and rectify any control issues before an out of

tolerance condition is reached.

Multi-sensor metrology systems increase measurement accuracy, and decrease inspection cycle times by automatically
deploying sensors tuned to the features being measured.

Utilising multi-sensor technology on a part being inspected means that the component can be measured in a single setup on just one machine.

Each sensor is designed to capture a specific type of data; Video excels at measuring two-dimensional profiles, taking thousands of data points in a fraction of a second; Touch probes are

perfect for measuring three-dimensional geometry; Laser sensors are ideally suited to the accurate characterisation of surface geometry; White light sensors allow for nanometre

measurement of translucent or highly reflective surfaces such as optical lens, whilst tactile micro-probes can measure minute or fragile features with extremely low touch pressure.

All sensors work within one common datum system and are automatically deployed.

The OGP
Advantage
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The Need
Production Control in ‘Real Time’

Manufactured parts are becoming increasingly complex and

produced to ever tighter tolerances.

Traditional inspection techniques require these components to be

measured on a variety of different gauges which is both time

consuming and requires skilled operation to ensure accuracy.

Production intelligence is required in ‘Real Time’ so that processes

can be controlled and out of tolerance conditions avoided. Data

acquisition should be quick, accurate and delivered within

workflow.

High performing production facilities are running at optimum flow

rate, any stoppage or rework must be avoided; this is where fast

accurate intelligence, delivered by an OGP Vantage gives you the

Advantage.

The Solution
SmartScope Vantage

OGP SmartScope Vantage is a high speed, high accuracy, multi-

sensor co-ordinate measuring machine.  Components can be

measured in one setup increasing data acquisition, speed and

accuracy. Production Intelligence is delivered in ‘Real Time’.

Due to a combination of measurement sensors the SmartScope

Vantage can automatically measure and inspect a huge number of

part features that ordinarily would have required different,

dedicated gauges.

Camera sensors can measure, in a range of magnifications, minute

features and part profiles. In addition the non-contact sensor can,

in a fraction of the time taken by touch probes, acquire huge

amounts of data on larger features.

Where tactile probing is essential the Vantage quickly switches to

the touch probe and uninterrupted measurement continues.

Vantage systems support both single point and scanning probes.

For high speed, highly accurate measurement of surface geometry

the Vantage deploys it’s in built Laser sensor, which again delivers

the data within the same frame of reference to the Zone 3

metrology software. Here the data is collated and delivered in

‘Real Time’ to production control.

The Ultimate Advantage
High Quality Parts, Unrivalled
Reputation

Production Control in workflow ensures that all components are

manufactured correctly. When part tolerances start to drift these

can be quickly identified and corrected.

SmartScope Vantage will work unmanned, on the shop floor,

consistently delivering information that you and your customers

can trust.

SmartScope Vantage could be the best investment you ever make,

protecting your quality and reputation and giving you the ultimate

Advantage.

VANTAGE Metrology Systems
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Tailoring a solution that will work for you

VANTAGE – a configuration for all measurement tasks 

                                                                                                                                                                                    Vantage 250                                      Vantage 300                                       Vantage 450                                        Vantage 650                                      Vantage 800

                                                                                                           X Axis                                                                     300                                                          300                                                           450                                                            610                                                          790

                             SIZE                                                                   Y Axis                                                                     150                                                          300                                                           450                                                            660                                                          815

                                                                                                           Z Axis                                                                     200                                                          250                                                           250                                                            400                                                          250

                                                                                         XY area accuracy (E2)                                  (1.8 + 4L/1000) μm                       (1.5 + 5L/1000) μm                         (1.5 + 4L/1000) μm                         (1.5 + 4L/1000) μm                        (2.0 + 5L/1000) μm
                     ACCURACY                                XYZ volumetric accuracy (E3)                                          N/A                                         (3.0 + 5L/1000) μm                         (2.5 + 5L/1000) μm                         (1.8 + 5L/1000) μm                        (2.8 + 5L/1000) μm
                                                                                          Z linear accuracy (E1)                                  (2.5 + 5L/1000) μm                       (2.5 + 5L/1000) μm                         (2.5 + 5L/1000) μm                         (2.5 + 5L/1000) μm                        (2.5 + 5L/1000) μm
                    SOFTWARE                                  Software Standard (MM3D)                                        MM3D                                                  MM3D                                                    MM3D                                                    MM3D                                                   MM3D

                                                                                              Optional Upgrade                                                  ZONE 3                                                ZONE 3                                                  ZONE 3                                                  ZONE 3                                                 ZONE 3

                                                                                                   Drive System                                                          Servo                                                      Servo                                  X Y Liquid Cooled Linear              X Y Liquid Cooled Linear            X Y Liquid Cooled Linear

Every model in the Vantage family, from the benchtop 250 to the large volume 650, benefits from

mechanical design optimised through finite element analysis (FEA) to ensure high accuracy

measurement from all sensors. Every Vantage is powered by ZONE3 multi-sensor metrology

software. Measurement and analysis in three dimensions throughout the entire measurement

volume. Powerful tool simplify programming to give you a perfect balance between powerful

capabilities and ease of use. 

Automation is an important aspect of Vantage. Servo-driven / XY Liquid cooled linear motor drives,

move parts and sensors quicklyand precisely from feature to feature. Leading edge detection,

advanced digital signal processing technology, optimised video algorithms, self-calibrating optics,

automatic probe changes, and fully editable measurement routines are productivity enhancing

features in every Vantage. Vantage has the automation and the precision needed for the most

demanding parts.

A video measurement system comes as standard with the Vantage including zoom Telestar™ optics

(quick-change fixed optics are available for Vantage 250). Choose either a high-resolution colour CCD

camera, or a progressive scan grayscale camera. An assortment of contact and non-contact sensors is

available on all models. Configure Vantage with the sensors needed for your particular requirements.
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VANTAGE 300
Compact footprint, large measurement capacity
Vantage 300 offers the measurement versatility and accuracy needed for the most critical, demanding

parts. With an expansive 300x300x250 mm (12x12x10") XYZ measurement volume to accommodate

large parts, it combines state-of-the-art video and autofocus to deliver high productivity. Add optional

TeleStar® telecentric interferometric through-the-lens (TTL) laser, touch probe, or micro-probe to

configure a highly capable multi-sensor system.

You benefit from:

        u    Built with its patented elevating bridge design – for accuracy in shop floor environments. 

        u    Small enough to fit on a benchtop, shop floor workhorse.

        u    Superior optical imaging performance with the functionality of a continuously variable patented telecentric 

              Telestar® zoom lens.

        u    Multi-sensor options include touch probe, Telestar, telecentric interferometric TTL laser, micro-probes, rotary 

              tables and even the SP25 continuous contact scanning probe.

        u    Full featured metrology software: MeasureMind® 3D multi-sensor or ZONE3 for full 3D analysis and control.

        u    High-speed accuracy allowing for rapid production processes. 

   X         Y         Z
   300       150       200

   X         Y         Z
   300       300       250

VANTAGE 250
High accuracy benchtop multi-sensor system
Specifically designed to measure smaller parts, or for situations where space is at a premium. Its rigid

structural design provides full access to the measurement volume for fixturing flexibility.

You benefit from:

       u   Full-featured coordinate measurement system that is designed to incorporate optical, touch 

            probe, and laser sensors into a compact, benchtop platform.

       u   Designed to measure smaller parts, or for situations where space is at a premium.

       u   Rigid structural design provides full access to the measurement volume for fixturing flexibility.

       u   Vantage range capable of achieving single-micron accuracies.

       u   Full featured metrology software: MeasureMind® 3D multi-sensor or ZONE3 for full 3D 

            analysis and control. 

The VANTAGE Range
Vantage systems are designed to provide the best

performance and highest accuracy in three-dimensional
multi-sensor measurement
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   X         Y         Z
   790       815       250

VANTAGE 800
Large volume multi-sensor dimensional measuring system
Vantage 800 is an extremely accurate floor model coordinate measurement system incorporating

touch probe, micro-probes, and the patented TeleStar® telecentric TTL laser for versatility and

accuracy.

The Vantage 800, with its extensive 790 x 815 x 250 mm XYZ measurement volume (and available 300

mm Z axis), is designed to measure very large parts. A solid granite bridge platform rests on a sturdy

steel support structure and the bridge design limits measured part motion to the Y axis, offering

measurement stability. This system comes standard with TeleStar® telecentric 10:1 zoom optics for

the highest level of optical performance. The Vantage 800 is also available with a wide range of contact

and non-contact sensors for the ultimate in multi-sensor measurement versatility.

You benefit from:

        u    Hard coat anodised, with fixture holes, removable stage glass, 75 kg recommended max payload.

        u    DC servo motor drives providing accurate XYZ positioning control and high speed operation.

        u    The heavy duty metal and granite construction provides maximum metrological stability for accurate, 

              repeatable measurements.

        u    Fast field-of-view (FOV) processing, powerful autofocus algorithms, and MeasureMind 3D.

        u    Multi-sensor metrology software with full 3D geometric functionality and multi-sensor support make 

              measurement simple.

        u    Optional software, including applications for contour fitting, GD&T analysis, and SPC, extends utility and 

              enhances productivity further.

VANTAGE 450
Sturdy platform, large capacity
Vantage 450 is an extremely accurate floor stand coordinate measurement system designed to

incorporate optical, touch probe, micro-probes, and the patented TeleStar® telecentric TTL laser for

versatility and accuracy. This system comes standard with TeleStar® telecentric 10:1 zoom optics for

the highest level of optical performance.

The 450 is designed to measure larger parts, or to accommodate fixtures of multiple parts or rotary

indexers. A solid granite bridge design platform rests on a sturdy steel support structure. This yields

high-speed stage translation without vibration, maximising measurement throughput. The bridge

design limits measured part motion to the Y axis.

You benefit from:

        u    Floor stand coordinate measurement system designed to incorporate optical, touch probes, and laser sensors 

              for versatility and accuracy.

        u    Designed to measure larger parts, or to accommodate fixtures of multiple parts or rotary indexers.

        u    Solid granite bridge design platform rests on a sturdy steel support structure.

        u    Fully comprehensive software that incorporates all measurement functionality for full 3D geometric 

              measurement and also 3D surface geometry.

        u    High-speed accuracy allowing for rapid production processes. 

   X         Y         Z
   450       450       250

VANTAGE 650
The ultimate multi-sensor dimensional measuring system
The Vantage 650 offers a large granite base and thermally stable Meehanite® bridge support high-

performance linear motor drives, providing high throughput and high accuracy simultaneously. 

This system comes standard with TeleStar® telecentric 10:1 zoom optics for the highest level of

optical performance. The Vantage 650 provides high accuracy movement of large parts. High-speed

linear motors in the X and Y axes move at a rapid 300 mm/sec. XY acceleration of 0.25 g and 200

mm/sec Z-axis speed contribute to high throughput. The Vantage 650 supports touch trigger and

scanning probes, patented TeleStar® telecentric TTL laser or DRS off-axis laser, and micro-probes for

flexible measurement.

This measurement system takes multi-sensor metrology to the next level with the addition of an

optional motorised heavy-duty dual rotary indexer for five-axis measurement capability. The ability to

switch between sensors at any point in a measurement routine, the dual rotary option allows the

Vantage 650 to automatically measure complex forms like turbine blades, vanes, and air foils.

With Z-Axis travel of 400 mm, the Vantage 650 is the perfect system for very large format

applications.

You benefit from:

        u    Granite base and thermally stable meehonite® bridge support high performance linear motor drives.

        u    Provides high throughput and high accuracy simultaneously.

        u    High-speed linear motors in the X and Y axes move at a rapid 300 mm/sec. XY acceleration of 0.25 g 

              and 200mm/sec Z-axis speed contribute to high throughput.

   X         Y         Z
   610       660       300

The Vantage
Advantage –
designed for

measurement in
production.

“

”
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OGP UK supply contact sensors to complement the Vantage
range. The contact sensors not only make new ways of
measurement possible, but also allows you to replicate your
current accuracy strategies, faster than before. 

The Vantage are capable of using a number of different probes and sensors in one metrology routine. Using a

touch trigger probe, you can measure features that are difficult to image, or surface boundaries that are

inaccessible to video.

Touch Probe (fixed)
Single point touch trigger probing extends measurement versatility of Vantage measurement systems.

Using a touch trigger probe, you can measure features that are difficult to image, or surface boundaries

that are inaccessible to video.

Touch probe measurements can be part of any ZONE3 or 3D multi-sensor measurement routine. A unique

probe-to-optics offset calibration ensures that all sensors are referenced to the same coordinate system

so measurements can use points from any sensor.

Measurement accuracy is assured with a reference sphere and calibration software included with each

touch probe accessory package. 

Feature Probe (deployable)
The Feather Probe provides access to small features that are inaccessible to video measurement or

conventional touch probes, or too sensitive to withstand traditional probing forces.

Using a 1 mm diameter or less stylus, Feather Probe is able to access truly minute features. Based on a

technology with extreme sensitivity, Feather Probe can measure fragile, deformable surfaces such as

solder bumps and coatings with a miniscule measurement force of less than one milligram.

Feather Probe measurements can be easily incorporated into the Vantage system measurement routines,

further extending video and multi-sensor capabilities.

SP25 Scanning Probe
Add a contact contouring capability to Vantage floor model systems with the SP25 scanning probe. Easy to

use, simply select a start and end point and the scanning probe follows the part profile between those points.

Using intelligent algorithms, ZONE3 metrology software drives the probe, rapidly following the part contour

and collecting data points at a user defined velocity and data sampling rate. The scanning probe

automatically adjusts point density when the probe is rounding curves. Both programming and measurement

times are greatly reduced compared to single point probing.

You can characterise your parts efficiently by using video measurement or edges, and the scanning probe for

surface boundaries. 

PH10 PLUS Probe
The Renishaw PH10 PLUS articulating probe range, allows the size and form of critical features to be

determined in a single measurement.  

The range comprises three PH10 PLUS models, each of which can carry a range of probes and extensions and

can be orientated in 720 repeatable positions, giving access to the most difficult-to-reach workpiece

features. This enables the inspection of features at different angles without the need for frequent, time

consuming stylus cluster changes.

For the ultimate in probing flexibility use the scanning probe with a PH-10 articulating head (available

exclusively on the Vantage 650 with 400 mm Z travel).

Improve operational
efficiency with customised

hardware solutions
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Laser measurement uses a focused laser spot, an imaging lens, a sensitive

detector, and the system’s precise XYZ stage motion to profile surface

contours without contact. Vantage laser sensors have two important

functions for accurate measurement:

       u   Accurate focus on a surface independent of video optics 

            magnification.

       u   Non-contact surface profiles with accurate contour dimensions.

Vantage is available with two types of lasers — through-the-Lens (TTL),

in which the laser beam is on the same axis as the video optics; and 

offset-mounted digital range sensor (DRS) lasers designed for specular 

or diffuse surfaces.

Laser sensors focus a low power visible laser light on a surface. As the

laser beam passes over the part, changes in surface height vary the signal

output of the sensor in direct proportion to changes in the topography.

Tight integration with XYZ translation stages allows the laser to stay

within its capture range as it tracks contour changes on a part. And with

standoff distances among the largest in the industry, irregularly shaped

parts are easily scanned. Scan a series of parallel profiles to generate 3D

topographic maps. Laser sensors extend multi-sensor functionality to tell

more about measured parts.

On-axis through-the-lens laser scanning shares the same measurement axis as video, which speeds throughput when using

both laser and video measurement in a routine. Laser light travels through the imaging optics to the surface being measured.

The spot is imaged by the system optics onto a separate detector. The steep illumination/imaging angle of on axis TTL laser

scanning provides access to surface features that are recessed or located adjacent to vertical surfaces.

Two types of DRS (digital range sensor) laser scanning allow measurement of almost any surface that fits in the Vantage

measurement volume. Diffuse surfaces scatter the laser light in many directions. DRS-2000 is designed to capture the central

distribution of that scattered light to determine surface heights. DRS-300 and DRS-500 are designed for specular (polished)

surfaces, where there is little stray scatter. On DRS equipped Vantage 250, 450, 600, and 650, the laser deploys when needed

and retracts when not in use, under system control. OGP’s DRS technology has the dynamic characteristics necessary for

scanning the widest range of parts.

                                                                                                                        Laser Technical Specifications

                                                                                    DRS – 300                                  DRS – 500                                 DRS – 2000                                        TTL

                    Surface Type                                     Specular                                      Specular                                        Diffuse                              Specular / Diffuse

                 Capture Range                                    300 µm                                         500 µm                                       2000 µm                                       500 µm

            Dynamic Resolution                            0.125 µm                                     0.125 µm                                        1.0 µm                                           0.5 µm

              Standoff Distance                                  17 mm                                          17 mm                                        31.5 mm                                        68 mm

            Triangulation Angle                                    70°                                                  70°                                                  35°                                                  22°

                        Spot Size                                          7-12 µm                                     16-23 µm                                    32-48 µm                                   2.4–10 µm

Laser
Measurement

Options
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Software
solutions to suit
your metrology 

ZONE3 metrology software represents a totally new way of working with

multi-sensor measurement systems. Its built-in 3D animations clearly

display relationships between parts, sensors, datum alignments, and

machine tooling.

This next-generation metrology software offers full 3D CAD based multi-

sensor measurement programming, utilising many advanced metrology

features.

ZONE3 uses cad models and other innovative features to automatically

and effortlessly generate measurement routines. The software integrates

all sensors and deployment mechanisms ready to use in any order – letting

you choose the best measurement tool for every feature of the part.

ZONE3 combines all metrology software functionality into one

comprehensive package.

Combining complete metrology software functionality into one

comprehensive package, ZONE3 features include:

       u   Full 3D CAD programming.

       u GD&T functionality.

       u ZONE3 is compliant with both ASME Y14.5 – 2009 & ISO -1101 : 

            2004 standards. 

       u Interactive reporting with live data and graphs.

       u Multi-sensor auto-path creation.

       u Live kinematic model simulation of machine with DRF and 

            GD&T Animation.

Benefits of ZONE3

       u   Powerful operating platform to operate Vantage multi-sensor systems with video, laser touch and scanning probes, 

            ZONE3 is truly sensor independent.

       u With ZONE3 there’s no need to designate a primary sensor, as it’s designed to work with any combination of sensors.

       u Speed up program generation using the CAD model and its other innovative features, making use of its automatic 

            routine generation.

       u Accepts all native format CAD models.

       u ZONE3 enables you to load multiple CAD models, if it’s required for your project such as part and fixture. 

       u With the “Apply to Similar” feature, programming is fast and easy, allowing you to copy the steps for similar features in 

                    the CAD model to all instances.

       u Simultaneous evaluation – Use Simultaneous Evaluation on the GD&T ribbon group to add a step that groups several 

            GD&T- evaluation steps together to test whether the users set of geometric tolerances all fall within limits 

            simultaneously.

       u ZONE3 allows for interactive and dynamic graphical reporting on all GD&T evaluations. e.g. deviation whiskers and 

            tolerance zones. 

With all the functionality of ZONE3, the ZONE3 Pro offers additional advanced features and includes simultaneous

evaluations, advanced reporting, variables, and scripting.


